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Effect of plating parameters on the intrinsic stress in
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Abstract:
With the increasing application of electroless nickel (EN) as a bumping or under-bumping
metalization material, the microelectronic packaging engineers are required to have a deeper
understanding and control of intrinsic stress in electroless nickel (EN) plating. The purpose of
this work is to investigate the effect of some most important operating parameters on the
formation of intrinsic stress during plating. The analysis of variances (ANOVA) method was
applied to obtain both single effect and compound effect of selected factors. Results indicate
that high pH value and aged solution affect the intrinsic stress significantly, while surface
roughness does not have much influence on the intrinsic stress for the range investigated.
Aging at 190℃ for 170 hours changes neither the Ni-P structure nor the intrinsic stress to a
significant degree. Further investigation indicated that the intrinsic stress was probably
related to the Ni-P microstructure as a result of the deposition rate. It was found that the
higher the deposition rate, the higher the intrinsic stress.
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1.

Introduction

Electroless nickel (EN) plating had shown good potential as a low-cost bumping material
for flip chip application. It provides a selective metal deposition directly on the conductor
metals such as Al and Cu, therefore lithography and etching processes are saved. EN
bumping process has been proven to be acceptable in anisotropic conductive adhesive (ACA)
and Non-conductive adhesive (NCA), as well as under bump metallization (UBM). Recently,
the microelectronics packaging industry has required that the end users have to understand,
and to be able to control its intrinsic stress [1], which is one of most important concerns for
bumping reliability.
The internal stress of a deposit usually consists of two parts: extrinsic and intrinsic.
Extrinsic stress, or thermal stress, primarily results from the mismatch of coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE) between the deposit and the substrate. Intrinsic stress is formed
during the deposition process and is mainly controlled by the composition of the deposition
solution and the operation conditions [2].
Researchers have found that the intrinsic stress can be influenced by certain processing
parameters; for example, aged solution could severely affect the EN intrinsic stress [3].
However, systematic work is still lacking on the effect of all the key process specifications on
the intrinsic stress, even less work has been done on the compound effect of these factors.
Most of the investigations focused on the relationship between process parameters and
intrinsic stress only. The plated Ni-P microstructures have not been closely observed, which
might be able to reveal the connection between properties of plated Ni-P film and its process
parameters.

In this work, the analysis of variance (ANOVA) method [4] was applied to investigate the
influences of three levels combinations of three selected factors on the formation of EN
intrinsic stress. During the investigation, not only single effect, but also interaction effects of
selected factors were investigated. Low temperature annealing was carried out to investigate
the possible change in the stress due to long time service of the component.
2.

Experimental

The electroless Ni-P alloy was deposited on one side of copper foils, 50mm5mm0.1mm,
for intrinsic stress measurement. A thin layer of lacquer was coated on the opposite side
before plating. The copper foils were cleaned in boiled acetone, isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and
deionized water (DI) in sequence. Then they were electropolished, or chemically etched. This
was to create different surface roughness for the variation of the substrate condition. The
surface roughness of the samples was measured by Alpha-Step® 500 surface profiler. The
electropolished, as-received, and chemically etched copper foils were prepared for the
electroless nickel plating as three levels of surface roughness conditions. Before plating, the
copper foils were dipped into diluted HCl solution (1:1 in volume ratio with water) for
surface activation, followed by DI water cleaning. A pretreated copper strip was then
immersed in the electroless nickel (EN) solution at 90oC with stirring. The EN solution used
in this study is composed of NiSO4.7H2O (0.1M), NaH2PO2.H2O (0.28M), lactic acid (40
ml/L), propionic acid (5 ml/L), NaOH (0.45M), NaAc (0.15M), and a small quantity of
additives. Typical weight percentage of phosphorus content in the deposit is around 7% by
this recipe.
The developmental intrinsic stress within the Ni-P deposit bends the specimen. Tensile
stress in the deposit will bend the specimen to form a concave bow while compressive stress
produces a convex bow. The degree of the concave or convex bow-out is directly related to

the magnitude of the stress. The curvature, , is calculated from the measured maximum
displacement of the plate, d, by
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where L is the original length of the plate as shown in Figure 1.

The intrinsic stress of electroless Ni-P film can be calculated from the curvature of the
composite plate by [5]:
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where E, , and h are Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and thickness. The subscript “s” and
“f” stand for substrate and the deposited film, respectively. It has to be pointed out that the
calculated stress is an average value through the film thickness. It has to be emphasized that
in our study this simple approach is effective enough for the average stress, but not for the
stress variation through thickness. The stress value obtained from the curvature measurement
carried out at room temperature is a combined result of intrinsic stress and thermal stress. The
effect from thermal stress can be estimated by knowing the difference in temperature between
plating temperature and the room temperature when the measurement are made, and the
difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion for Ni-P and Cu. For this purpose we
assume room temperature is 25C, and the CTEs for Ni-P and Cu are taken as 1310-6/C and
1710-6/C, respectively. Since the CTE for Ni-P is low, when cooling down from higher
temperature the strain induced in the Ni-P should be compressive. Finally the reported

intrinsic stresses in Ni-P below are the ones after the influence from thermal stress has been
calibrated.
Cross-sections of electroless Ni-P deposits were obtained by electro-etching. The
morphology of Ni-P was investigated with scanning electron microscopy (SEM). X-ray
diffractometry (XRD) was used to analyse the crystallinity of the Ni-P. An analysis of
variables experiment of 3 factors (pH value, accumulated salt, and surface roughness) with 3
different levels (333) orthogonal experiment was carried out to identify the influence of
each key factor and their compound effects. The ANOVA (333) orthogonal matrix is
shown in Table 1. The factors selected for this investigation and the levels are listed in Table
2.
In the current study, Na2SO4 and NaH2PO3 were added to simulate the actual salt
accumulation through number of metal turnover (MTO). From the EN plating recipe, the
consumption of 2 mol NaH2PO2 can reduce 0.7 mol of Ni2+. Therefore in this investigation,
the molecular ratio of Na2SO4 and NaH2PO3 added was kept at the constant ratio of 7:20.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Analysis of variance on intrinsic stress
Twenty-seven experiments were carried out to investigate the average deposit stress as a
function of pH value, accumulated salt, and surface roughness. The summary results of the
intrinsic stress are listed in Table 3. In table 4 d.f. denotes the degree of freedom, SS the sum
of square of variables, MS the mean sum of square of variables, F the F-statistic observe
value and F(0.05) the F-statistic critical value. According to ANOVA, the pH value and side
products (Na2SO4, and NaH2PO3) greatly influence the intrinsic stress. These two variables
also have significant compound effect on the formation of EN intrinsic stress during the

plating process. Meanwhile, neither the factor of surface roughness nor its compound effects
with other variables influences the stress significantly.
The summary of the experimental results is also shown in Figure 2. Tensile stresses
increased with increasing the pH value even in fresh solution. A summary inspection of the
results also showed that the intrinsic stresses for fresh solution were very low tensile. In the
aged solution, the tensile stress increased. Salt content and pH value had a compound effect
on the intrinsic stress of EN film. When the pH value was low (pH 4.5, 4.9), there was not
much difference in the Ni-P intrinsic stress between fresh solution and aged one. At higher
pH value (pH 5.3), aged solution had a greater influence on the intrinsic stress. The intrinsic
stress of solution aged in level 3 was relatively high, while the stress of fresh solution was
relatively low.
In Figure 3 the deposition rate was plotted with the intrinsic stress. Higher deposition rate
corresponded to higher intrinsic stress in the Ni-P coating. Combining the results in Figure 2
and Figure 3, it seems to suggest that the high deposition rate and high salt concentration are
related to high level of intrinsic stress. However micro-structural investigation is necessary
before any further analysis can be made.
3.2 Ni-P microstructure
The cross-section of Ni-P deposit plated under different operating parameters is selectively
shown in Figure 4 and 5. They actually represent two extremes of the intrinsic stresses found
in this experiment: Figure 4 is the one deposited at pH 4.8 with fresh solution which had 50
MPa tensile stress. Figure 5 shows the one deposited at pH 5.3 with level 3 of salt
concentration that resulted in higher tensile stress (180 MPa). The morphology of crosssection of EN deposit showed a pronounced difference. Both had banded or lamellar structure,
but for the low-stress case (Figure 4) there were few layers through the thickness of EN
deposit while the contrast between layers was higher.

The lamellar structure of Ni-P deposit can be attributed to compositional variations with
deposit thickness. Therefore the higher inter-lamella contrast (verified by the gray scale
measurement but not shown in this paper) in Figure 4 indicates a higher fluctuation in P
content. The cause of the compositional variation could be explained by the periodical
fluctuation in the pH of the plating solution adjacent to the deposit surface and the fact that
the co-deposition of P with Ni is very sensitive to the fluctuation of the pH value. The
fluctuation in pH is caused by hydrogen evolution and the reduction of hypophosphite, which
decreases the pH value. It takes time for the solution at the “local” metal/solution interface to
return back to the composition of the bulk through diffusion. For the high pH solution, the
reaction rate is relatively high which leads to fast deposition rate. Due to the high [H+]
releasing rate, the variance of the pH adjacent to the reaction surface is more rapid, and the
hydrogen bubbles are created fast. These bubbles can effectively stir up the solution so that
the lamellar structure tends to be smoother.
From the SEM observation, markings perpendicular to the lamellar structure could also be
observed (Figure 6). This structure was different from the columnar structure exhibited by
electrolytic deposition. It could be seen that the columns in current work corresponded to the
surface unevenness (cf. Figure 4-6) at the beginning of the deposition. Later some columns
merged to form wider ones. It was very tempting to correlate the surface roughness and the
resulting columnar structure with the intrinsic stress formation. However, a statistical study
did not find any significant effect of surface roughness on the intrinsic stresses. This seemed
to suggest that the columnar structure in electroless deposits its might not be the root cause of
intrinsic stress, at least for the range of roughness investigated.
The development of the intrinsic stress is a consequence of diffusion effect in previously
deposited section of the film. Early work [6] explained the formation of intrinsic stress as a
result of constrained grain boundary relaxation. The magnitude of resulting strain could be

estimated by the ratio of grain boundary relaxation distance over the average grain diameter.
More recently Sheldon et al [7] suggested that both the film surface roughness during the
very early stage of film growth and subsequent grain boundary formation were responsible
for the intrinsic stresses generated at different stage. Their study was based on the experiment
with CVD crystalline diamond films. Mayr and Samwer [8] used Zr65Al7.5Cu27.5 to study the
intrinsic stress in amorphous coatings where the coating surface morphology was observed
under scanning tunneling microscope. They proposed a model based on local energy
minimization of the surface to account for the tensile intrinsic stress in amorphous thin films.
Regardless of the difference in proposed mechanisms and therefore the corresponding
models used, the formation of intrinsic stress involves mechanisms that eliminate defects
associated with free volume. The defects include grain boundaries, vacancies, interstitial
voids and gas molecules. Diffusion allows the density of previously created defects to be
reduced by grain growth, or dislocation climb, annihilation, etc. For a film constrained inplane, misfit arises as the film attempts to either contract or expand. It is not unreasonable to
argue that high deposition rate in current work tends to generate more such “defects”,
especially when the solution deteriorates with accumulated salts. As a result, the intrinsic
stress measured was higher.
3.3 Effect of annealing
Low temperature annealing at 150C and 190C were performed after Ni-P deposition.
Stress was calculated and analyzed by ANOVA method. After aging at 190oC for 170 hours,
the average residual stresses of Ni-P deposits were shown in Figure 7. Compared with the
results without annealing in Figure 2, there was no significant difference between the two
cases. DSC experiments (Figure 8) on the as-deposited, annealed at 150C and 190C
samples showed there was no phase transformation for neither of them before 340C. It has
been shown by many previously that Ni3P crystalline phase begins to form around 340C [9].

XRD patterns of these Ni-P coatings were shown in Figure 9. The single broad peak
indicated an amorphous phase at the as-deposited coatings as well as in the annealed samples
at 150oC and 190C. The reason we called the structure amorphous rather than
nanocrystalline is because that in current study the breath at the half peak for all three cases
was very broad (between 4 and 5o). Therefore it is more justifiably to classify them as
amorphous, not nanocrytalline. Still some difference among the three cases could be
observed: the peak of Ni-P annealing at 190oC was sharper than that of as-deposited. Such
result correlated well with the DSC experiments (Figure 9) where the peak of 190C annealed
sample was lower than that of the as-deposited one. This suggested that certain degree of
atomic re-arrangement at short distance scale might have happened during annealing but at a
long distance scale the structure was still overwhelmingly amorphous. From our experimental
results, intrinsic stress was not significantly affected by annealing up to 190C. This seemed
to indicate that the mobility of atoms at low temperature was not enough to cause defect
annihilation. Microstructure analysis also indicated that there was virtually no change in the
lamellar structure after annealing, which was a good indication that the long distance
diffusion had not happened yet.
4. Conclusion
Not only pH value and aged solution, but also their compounding effects have significant
influence on the intrinsic stress in the electroless nickel (EN) deposition. However, the
surface roughness does not have significant effect on the intrinsic stress at the range studied.
The higher the solution pH value and the more the number of solution metal turnover MTO,
the higher the tensile stress developed in the Ni-P deposit. After aging up to 190℃ for 170
hours, the intrinsic stress largely remained the same. Microstructural analysis recorded a
slight change in its crystallinity but the change is not great enough to cause significant
variation in intrinsic stresses.
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Table 1

Factors

1

2

3

Level

pH value

Accumulated salt (M)

Surface roughness

(Na2SO4 + Na2HPO3)

(Ra)

0.00 + 0.00

Electropolished

1

4.5

509229/200 Å
2

4.9

0.10 + 0.28

As-received
1090275/174 Å

3

5.3

0.20 + 0.56

Etched
2871434/205 Å

Table 2

Experiment No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Condition
(pH-salt-surface)
Intrinsic

stress

treatment 1 (MPa)
Intrinsic

1-1-1 1-1-2 1-1-3 1-2-1 1-2-2 1-2-3 1-3-1 1-3-2 1-3-3
22.6

48.5

61.6

65.2

49.3

51.1

59.8

67.5

60.7

45.5

38.2

67.3

56.6

44.0

46.9

55.2

49.9

66.0

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

stress

treatment 2 (MPa)
Experiment No.
Condition
(pH-salt-surface)
Intrinsic

stress-

treatment 1 (MPa)
Intrinsic

2-1-1 2-1-2 2-1-3 2-2-1 2-2-2 2-2-3 2-3-1 2-3-2 2-3-3
50.7

84.1

64.2

53.1

70.2

55.2

102.3 94.7

76.4

55.2

72.5

52.4

46.2

57.1

52.9

71.9

70.8

80.5

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

stress

treatment 2 (MPa)
Experiment No.
Condition
(pH-salt-surface)
Intrinsic

stress-

treatment 1 (MPa)
Intrinsic

3-1-1 3-1-2 3-1-3 3-2-1 3-2-2 3-2-3 3-3-1 3-3-2 3-3-3
72.4

69.3

78.3

92.4

100.5 73.2

136.3 113.5 180.9

55.9

69.8

64.2

70.8

77.5

102.7 127.5 118.2

stress

treatment 2 (MPa)

Table 3

66.9

source

df

SS

MS

F

F(0.05) Significance

pH

2

14553.4

7276.7

39.57

3.35

yes

salt

2

10652.6

5326.3

28.97

3.35

yes

pH-salt

4

4952.0

1238.0

6.73

2.73

yes

roughness

2

346.0

173.0

0.94

3.35

Rough-pH

4

711.3

177.8

0.97

2.73

rough-salt

4

1021.6

255.4

1.39

2.73

pH-salt-roughness

8

1742.1

217.8

1.18

2.31

Error

27

4964.6

183.9

Table 4

substrate

film
d
L

Figure 1

fresh (Level 1)

intrinsic stress (MPa)

160

aged (Level 2)
aged (Level 3)

120
80
40
0
4.3

4.7

5.1

Figure 2

pH value 5.5

intinsic stress (MPa)

160

fresh (Level 1)
aged (Level 2)

120

aged (Level 3)

80
40
0
0.015

0.02

0.025

Figure 3

0.03
0.035
deposiiton rate (mm/h)

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

fresh (Level 1)

intrinsic stress (MPa)

160

aged (Level 2)
aged (Level 3)

120
80
40
0
4.3

4.7

5.1

Figure 7

pH value 5.5

NiP_25
NiP_150
NiP_190

250

0

350 Temp. ( C) 400

300

Figure 8

Figure 9

